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Orkin Actizyme™ Floor and Drain Cleaner

Made for use in commercial establishments, Orkin Actizyme™ Floor and Drain Cleaner is a professional 
cleaning solution that uses naturally occurring enzymes and beneficial bacteria to break down even the 
toughest grease and grime. 

The Orkin Actizyme™ Difference

Environmentally Friendly. Exceptionally Effective.
Using naturally occurring bacteria and enzymes that safely dissolve greasy buildup in pipes, cracks and crevices, 
Orkin Actizyme’s™ “deep clean” helps eliminate grime and odors – and helps prevent the pests that are attracted 
to them. Orkin Actizyme™ even works on odors around trashcans, garbage disposals and other areas.

Help Prevent Flies & Falls
Greasy buildup in drains and on floors 

attracts flies and other pests and 
creates a slippery surface that can 

contribute to workplace falls.  
With Orkin Actizyme™, you can 
help eliminate the conditions 
fruit and drain flies need to breed 
and help create a more sanitary 
workplace that is safer too.

Use Less. Get More.
Other floor and drain-cleaning 
products temporarily mask odors 
and move grime around without 
eliminating the root cause. Orkin 
Actizyme™ helps eliminate odor-
causing bacteria by dissolving 
the organic particles they feed 
on. And, it’s reactivated with 
water, so just a little solution 
does a lot of work, saving you 
time and money.



Orkin Actizyme™ Floor and Drain Cleaner

To learn more about Orkin Actizyme™ Floor and Drain Cleaner, 
call today for a free consultation.
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The Orkin Actizyme™ System
You can incorporate Orkin Actizyme™ into your existing sanitation program in three easy ways:

1 2 3

Over the last few years, we have tried multiple cleaning solutions for the 
fl oors and pipes in our kitchen to no avail. Not only does the Actizyme 
Floor & Drain cleaner effectively eliminate grease and grime from our 
fl oors and drains, it also smells better than any previous products we 
have used. I strongly recommend this product for everyday commercial 
or residential needs. 

Chris Pearre
Manager
Panera Bread

 Mix an ounce of Orkin Actizyme™ 
with a gallon of water for 
all-purpose cleaning of floors, 
drains and and the underside 
of equipment. 

Apply full-strength Orkin Actizyme™ 
directly on grimy buildup on the 
underside of equipment and in 
drains to help break down even the 
toughest residue.

 Make Orkin Actizyme™ even 
more convenient by installing an 
automatic wall dispenser that 
will mix the correct amount of 
solution for you, as well as auto-
dispense directly into drains, 
pipes or any other location.


